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Key Features: 

-BBall ½ court

-Refurbished pre-
existing features

-Relocated Swings

-Hamster Wheel

-Wheelchair Accessible
Mary- go-round

-Slippery-dip

-Rockers

-Hopscotch

-Upgrade existing 
Wishing Well

1. Vintage Playscape.



2. Lawn

To make the playground fun for the entire family, lawn space will provide families with very young children a safe place for them to practice

walking and crawling around. The larger lawn space by Bay Road can offer a space to kick a ball. Choosing spaces with good lighting and higher

vantage points gives a good weather picnic space. A garden bed promoting the Moonta Lions Club will be good brand recognition for the group

and their continued support of the space.



3a. Nature Play Jnr.

Off the lawn, the first section will provide a smaller climb space suitable for beginners and younger children, potentially fenced off or slightly fenced for

parental peace of mind. Smaller, low to the ground logs and a sculptural climb section looking like a boat, with possible mini jetty of logs spaced apart to

climb between. Also a lay down swing in this space is preferable if we can get it to be on organic material. 



3b. Nature Play Snr.

Larger further off the ground climb space compared to the Jnr space. This space will reference the beach down the road and the mines in the opposite

direction. This area is full of trees to climb, with the possibility of adding structures to pass through to emulate walking into a mine shaft. This area
would require fencing from Francis Terrace side.



4. Sensory Garden/ Hide & Seek Arena.

A sensory garden is a self-contained garden area that allows visitors to enjoy a wide variety of sensory experiences. Sensory gardens are designed to 

provide opportunities to stimulate the senses, both individually and in combination, in ways that users may not usually encounter. This will include a 
Moonta Lions Club garden.

This space will double as a hide and seek arena, aimed toward younger children and not all hiding spaces will be that good (meaning not a place for older 
persons to hide). The space will be surrounded with low fencing options, including stone walls, bushes and stick fences. 



5. Maze

Designed for durability, accessibility and visibility, this maze will delight children while allowing parents to still keep an eye on the children. They will 
find their way through the maze to get back out without having a large open middle space for less desirable uses of the maze.



6. BMX Bike Path

Making use of a section of the park that we wish to see cut off from vehicle access, this low cost attraction will only require terraforming, once that is 

done, watch them play! 



7. Bike Path

The current bike path is nearly perfect, with only improved vegetation required.

8a.        Reformatted Car Park

Shrink Bay Rd Car Park, cut off access to Robert St. 

8b.        New Car Park

Formalise 90. Parking off Francis Terrace, with the alterations to Francis Terrace it feels like the safest place for families to park and unload, good 
access from all the burbs. 

9. New Public Toilets
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